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Abstract
The first focus of the present paper, is on lower bounds on the sub-packetization level α of an MSR code that is capable of
carrying out repair in help-by-transfer fashion (also called optimal-access property). We prove here a lower bound on α which is
shown to be tight for the case d = (n− 1) by comparing with recent code constructions in the literature.
We also extend our results to an [n, k] MDS code over the vector alphabet. Our objective even here, is on lower bounds on
the sub-packetization level α of an MDS code that can carry out repair of any node in a subset of w nodes, 1 ≤ w ≤ (n − 1)
where each node is repaired (linear repair) by help-by-transfer with minimum repair bandwidth. We prove a lower bound on α
for the case of d = (n − 1). This bound holds for any w(≤ n − 1) and is shown to be tight, again by comparing with recent
code constructions in the literature. Also provided, are bounds for the case d < (n− 1).
We study the form of a vector MDS code having the property that we can repair failed nodes belonging to a fixed set of Q
nodes with minimum repair bandwidth and in optimal-access fashion, and which achieve our lower bound on sub-packetization
level α. It turns out interestingly, that such a code must necessarily have a coupled-layer structure, similar to that of the Ye-Barg
code.
I. INTRODUCTION
Erasure codes are of strong interest in distributed storage systems as they offer reliability at lower values of storage overhead
in comparison with replication. In the setting of distributed storage, each code symbol is stored on a distinct storage unit, such
as a hard disk. Among the class of erasure codes, Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) codes are of particular interest as they
offer reliability at lowest possible value of storage overhead.
Apart from reliability and storage overhead a third important concern in a distributed storage system is that of efficient node
repair. Efficient node repair could either call for the amount of data download needed to repair a failed node to be kept to a
low level or else, the number of helper nodes contacted for repair to be kept small. Here the focus in on the first criterion, i.e.,
the amount of data download, which is also termed the repair bandwidth. Regenerating codes are erasure codes that offer node
repair with least possible repair bandwidth for a fixed code alphabet and number of symbols encoded and block length and
number of nodes contacted for repair. Within the class of regenerating codes, the subclass of Minimum Storage Regenerating
(MSR) codes are of particular interest, as the rate of an MSR code can be made as close to 1 as possible. In addition, MSR
codes fall within the class of MDS codes and hence offer the best possible rate given their ability to recover from a fixed
number of symbol erasures.
A. MSR Codes
An [n, k] MSR code is an [n, k] MDS codes over the vector alphabet Fαq satisfying the additional constraint that a failed
node can be repaired by contacting d helper nodes, while downloading β symbol over Fq from each helper node. We use B
to denote the number B = kα of message symbls over Fq encoded by an MSR code. Thus, MSR codes are characterized by
the parameter set
{(n, k, d), (α, β), B, Fq)} ,
where
• Fq is the underlying finite field,
• n is the number of code symbols {ci}ni=1 each stored on a distinct node or storage unit and
• each code symbol ci is an element of F
α
q .
It turns out that the number β of symbols downloaded from each helper node in an MSR code is given by
β =
α
d− k + 1 .
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2This is obtained by deriving minimum repair bandwidth dβ for the repair of a failed node in an MDS code over Fαq for a
fixed n, k, d, α. In a distributed storage system, each code symbol ci is typically stored on a distinct node. Thus the index i
of a code symbol is synonymous with the index of the node upon which that code symbol is stored. Throughout this paper,
we will focus on a linear MSR code i.e., the encoding is done by: [cT1 , . . . , c
T
n ]
T = Gm where G is an (nα× kα) generator
matrix over Fq and m is a (kα× 1) message vector over Fq comprising of B message symbols encoded by the MSR code.
1) Linear Repair: Throughout this paper, we will assume linear repair of the failed node. By linear repair, we mean that the
β symbols passed on from a helper node i to the replacement of a failed node j are obtained through a linear transformation:
ci → S(i,j)ci,
where S(i,j) is an (β×α) matrix over Fq . While the matrix S(i,j) could potentially be a function of which nodes are participating
in the repair of failed node j, our paper is mostly concerned with the case d = (n − 1), in which case, all the remaining
(n− 1) nodes participate as helper nodes.
As a result, when d = n− 1, the input to the replacement of failed node j is the set:{
S(i,j)ci | i ∈ [n], i 6= j
}
.
By linear repair of a node j we also mean: the code symbol cj = fj
({
S(i,j)ci | i ∈ [n], i 6= j
})
where fj : Fdβq → Fαq is a
deterministic linear function. We refer to an MSR code as an optimal access MSR code if the matrix S(i,j) has rows picked
from the standard basis {e1, . . . , eα} for Fαq ., i.e., the symbols over Fq downloaded for the repair of a failed node from node i
are simply a subset of size β, of the α components of the vector ci. This property of repair is also termed as as help-by-transfer
repair.
Since an [n, k] MSR code is an MDS code, it can recover from the failure of any r = (n − k) node failures or erasures.
Equivalently, the B underlying data symbols encoded by the MSR code can be recovered form the contents of any subset of
k nodes. In the terminology of MSR codes, this is called the data reconstruction property. Apart from data reconstruction, an
MSR code is required to be able to repair the i node, by making use of the dβ symbols {S(j,i)cj : i 6= j, j ∈ [n]} for some
(β × α) repair matrices {S(j,i)}j 6=i.
When S(i,j) = Sj ,∀i 6= j ∈ [n], we say repair matrices are independent of helper-node index i (or constant repair matrix
case). Now lets consider the MSR code for any d(≤ n−1). Let, SD(i,j) be (β×α) the repair matrix where SD(i,j)ci is downloaded
for the repair of the node j when the helper nodes (d nodes from which data is downloaded for the repair of node j) belong
to the set D. As a result, the input to the replacement of failed node j is the set:{
SD(i,j)ci | i ∈ D
}
,
for helper nodes in the set D ⊆ [n]−{j} such that |D| = d. Here also: the code symbol cj = fD,j
({
SD(i,j)ci | i ∈ [n], i 6= j
})
where fD,j : Fdβq → Fαq is a deterministic linear function. When SD(i,j) = S(i,j), we say that repair matrices are independent of
identity of remaining helper nodes. Similar to d = n−1 case, the term optimal access MSR code or repair by help-by-transfer
for any d means that the rows of SD(i,j) are picked from standard basis {e1, . . . , eα} of Fαq . We drop the superscript D in SD(i,j)
when d = n− 1.
An open problem in the literature on regenerating codes is that of determining the smallest value of sub-packetization level
α of an optimal-access (equivalently, help-by-transfer) MSR code, given the parameters {(n, k, d = (n − 1)}. This question
is addressed in [1], where a lower bound on α is given for the case of a regenerating code that is MDS and where only the
systematic nodes are repaired with minimum repair bandwidth. In the literature these codes are often referred to as MSR codes
with systematic node repair. The authors of [1] establish that:
α ≥ r k−1r ,
in the case of an MSR code with systematic node repair.
In a slightly different direction, lower bounds are established in [2], [3] on the value of α in a general MSR code that does
not necessarily possess the help-by-transfer repair property. In [2] it is established that:
k ≤ 2 log2(α)(blog rr−1 (α)c+ 1),
while more recently, in [3] the authors prove that:
k ≤ 2 logr(α)(blog rr−1 (α)c+ 1).
B. Optimal-Access MDS Codes
The present paper also includes results which are extended to an [n, k] MDS code over the vector alphabet Fαq , having the
property that it can repair the failure of any node in a subset of w(≤ n − 1) nodes where failure of each particular node,
can be carried out using linear operations, by uniformly downloading β symbols from a collection of d helper nodes. Linear
3repair of any node among the w nodes is defined as in MSR code using repair matrices. It can be shown that even here, the
minimum amount dβ of data download needed for repair of a single failed node, is given by dβ = d α(d−k+1) (minimum repair
bandwidth). Our objective here as well, is on lower bounds on the sub-packetization level α of an MDS code that can carry out
repair of any node in a subset of w nodes, 1 ≤ w ≤ (n−1) where each node is repaired (linear repair) by help-by-transfer with
minimum repair bandwidth. We prove a lower bound on α for the case of d = (n− 1). This bound holds for any w(≤ n− 1)
and is shown to be tight, again by comparing with recent code constructions in the literature. Also provided, are bounds for
the case d < (n − 1). The w = n case correspond to the MSR code case which is described before. The lower bound on α
for w = n case is derived separately as mentioned before and the bound is shown to be tight by comparing with recent code
constructions when (n − k) - (n − 1). Although the bound is tight when (n − k) - (n − 1), the bound is valid for all the
parameters (with d = n− 1).
C. Overview of Results
1) A tabular summary of the new lower bounds on sub-packetization-level α derived here appears in Table I and amounts
to a summary of the results presented in this paper.
2) We prove new lower bounds on sub-packetization-level α for optimal access MSR codes. We first derive bound for the
case d = n−1 and extend it to general d and other cases. Our approach is along the lines of that adopted in [1] but with
the difference that here we consider non-constant repair subspaces and consider all-node repair and also consider repair
of a failed node when it belongs to a fixed set of w nodes. We derive lower bounds on α. We show that our bounds are
tight by comparing with existing code constructions.
3) We study the form of a vector MDS code having the property that we can repair failed nodes belonging to a fixed
set of Q nodes with minimum repair bandwidth and in optimal-access fashion, and which achieve our lower bound on
sub-packetization level α. It turns out interestingly, that such a code must necessarily have a coupled-layer structure,
similar to that of the Ye-Barg code.
TABLE I: A tabular summary of the new lower bounds on sub-packetization-level α contained in the present paper. In the table, the number of
nodes repaired is a reference to the number of nodes repaired with minimum possible repair bandwidth dβ and moreover, in help-by-transfer
fashion. An * in the first column indicates that the bound is tight, i.e., that there is a matching construction in the literature. With respect
to the first entry in the top row, we note that all MSR codes are MDS codes.
MSR
or MDS
Code ? d
No. of Nodes
Repaired
Assumption on
Repair Matrices
S(i,j)
Lower Bound on α
and Constructions achieving our
lower bound on α
Reference
in this paper
Previous
Known Bound
MSR* n− 1 n none
α ≥ min{rdn−1r e, rk−1}
Constructions (when r - (n− 1)): [4], [5] Theorem 1 α ≥ r k−1r
MSR* n− 1 n
independent of
helper-node index i
α ≥ min{rdnr e, rk−1}
Constructions: [4], [5] Corollary 4 α ≥ r kr
MSR any d n
independent
of identity of
remaining
helper nodes
s = d− k + 1
α ≥ min{sdn−1s e, sk−1} Corollary 6 none
MDS* n− 1 w (≤ n− 1) none
α ≥
{
min{rdwr e, rk−1}, w > (k − 1)
rd
w
r e, w ≤ (k − 1).
Construction: [6] Corollary 3
for w = k
α ≥ r k−1r
MDS any d w (≤ d) none
s = d− k + 1
α ≥
{
min{sdws e, sk−1}, w > (k − 1)
sd
w
s e, w ≤ (k − 1). Corollary 5 none
4D. Tightness of the Bound on α Derived Here:
There have been some recent constructions [4], [7], [5], [6] of MDS codes with optimal repair (i.e., by minimum repair
bandwidth) of some or all the nodes which illustrate the tightness of the bounds derived here. These recent constructions can
be viewed as sharing a common 2-step stack-and-couple (s-a-c) procedure illustrated in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1: Illustrating the two-step stack-and-couple procedure.
The procedure begins with an MDS code C that is defined over a scalar or vector alphabet Fpq , with p = 1 in the scalar
case. Next, one vertically stack ` codewords drawn from C to form ` uncoupled layers. The next and final step is to couple
the layers using a simple, pairwise coupling transformation. The pairwise coupling transformation (PCT) is of the form[
B
Bc
]
=
[
T11 T12
T21 T22
] [
A
Ac
]
where (A,Ac) are a pair of companion symbols drawn from the ` layered codewords. The transformed pair (B,Bc), are then
placed back in the locations formerly occupied by the pair (A,Ac). The transformation is such that any two of {A,Ac, B,Bc}
can be recovered from the remaining two. The PCT thus transforms independent layers to obtain coupled layers and creates a
single codeword over the vector alphabet Fp`q , from a collection of ` codewords over the smaller alphabet F
p
q . Thus, the s-a-c
process has resulted in an increase in the level of sub-packetization by a factor of `. It turns out that under the right conditions
(choice of symbol pairs to couple, of starting MDS code C, and of parameter `), the resultant code is also an MDS code and
is able to carry out help-by-transfer repair, with optimum repair bandwidth, of an additional subset of nodes which was not
possible under the original code C.
More specifically,
1) the authors of [7], were the first to use the PCT and used it to convert an MDS code that could only optimally repair
systematic nodes with optimal repair bandwidth to an MSR where all nodes can be optimally repaired,
2) the authors of [4] use the PCT to construct an MSR code by starting with α = rdn/re layers of an Reed-Solomon code.
While the notion of pairwise coupling across layers is not explicitly stated, it is implicitly present in the construction.
3) the authors of [5], show how the PCT can be used to construct an MSR codeword starting from α = rdn/re layers of
independent, identical MDS codewords. The notion of pairwise coupling across layers is explicitly presented here.
4) in [6], the authors show how one can obtain an MSR code from a scalar MDS code by dnr e repeated invocations of the
stack-and-couple procedure, layering ` = r codewords at each step.
MDS Code with 
Systematic  
Node Repair 
MSR Code PCT 
Li, Tang, Tian 
Reed-Solomon Code MSR Code 
Ye, Barg 
MDS Code MSR Code 
Sasidharan, 
Vajha, Kumar 
April 
2016 
May 
2016 
July 
2016 
PCT 
PCT 
MDS Code MDS with  repair of r nodes 
Li, Tang, Tian 
MSR Code 
repeated  
application 
Feb 
2017 
PCT 
Fig. 2: Illustrating the independent discovery of the same stack-and-couple procedure, for the purpose of constructing codes with optimal
node repair, by three separate research groups.
Comparison of our Lower Bound on α with exisitng code constructions:
51) When r - n− 1, our bound on α (Theorem 1) for optimal access MSR code with d = n− 1 becomes:
α ≥ min{rdnr e, rk−1}
For k ≥ 5, this reduces to α ≥ rdnr e. The latter lower bound on α is achievable by the constructions in [4], [5]. Hence
our lower bound on α is tight. Although our bound on α is shown to be tight only for (n− 1) not a multiple of (n− k),
the lower bound is valid for all parameters (with d = n− 1) and when r divides (n− 1).
2) Our bound on α (Corollary 3 ) for MDS code with optimal access repair (repair with minimum repair bandwidth and
help-by-transfer repair) for a failed node when it belongs to a fixed set of w(≤ n− 1) nodes is:
α ≥
{
min{rdwr e, rk−1}, w > (k − 1)
rd
w
r e, w ≤ (k − 1).
The above bound for k ≥ 5 becomes α ≥ rdwr e. This lower bound is achieved by the construction given in [6]. Hence
our lower bound on α for the repair of w nodes is tight.
3) The constructions in [4], [5] have repair matrices that are independent of the helper node index i i.e., S(i,j) = Sj and has
sub-packetization α = rd
n
r e which achieves our lower bound on α (Corollary 4) under the assumption that S(i,j) = Sj
for an optimal access MSR code with d = n− 1.
4) Our bound given in Corollary 6 is achieved by construction in [8] when (d − k + 1) does not divide n − 1 under the
assumption SDi,j = Si,j .
Hence our lower bound on α is tight for four cases.
E. Notation
We adopt the following notation throughout the paper.
1) Given a matrix A, we use < A > to refer to the row space of the matrix A,
2) Given a subspace V and a matrix A, by V A we will mean the subspace {vA | v ∈ V } obtained through transformation
of V by A.
• Thus for example, (
⋂
i < Si >)A will indicate the subspace obtained by transforming the intersection subspace
(
⋂
i < Si >) through right multiplication by A.
II. IMPROVED LOWER BOUND ON SUBPACKETIZATION
Theorem 1. (Subpacketization Bound): Let C be a linear optimal access MSR code having parameter set
{(n, k, d), (α, β), B, Fq)} ,
with d = (n− 1) and linear repair for all n nodes. Then we must have:
α ≥ min{rdn−1r e, rk−1}.
The proof of the theorem will make use of Lemma 2 below. We begin with some helpful notation. We will use the indices
(two disjoint subsets of [n]):
{u1, u2, · · · , uk}, {p1, p2, · · · , pr}
to denote the n nodes in the network over which the code symbols are stored (Note that the code symbol ci is stored in node
i.). Let `, 2 ≤ ` ≤ (k − 1), be an integer and set
U = {u1, u2, · · · , u`},
V = {u`+1, u`+2, · · · , uk},
P = {p1, p2, · · · , pr}.
Note that our choice of ` ensures that neither U nor V is empty.
Lemma 2. (Repair Subspace Intersection):
r∑
i=1
dim
(⋂
u∈U
< S(pi,u) >
)
≤ dim
 ⋂
u∈U−{u`}
< S(p,u) >
 , (1)
where p is an arbitrary node in P . Furthermore, dim
(⋂
u∈U < S(p,u) >
)
is the same for all p ∈ P .
Proof.
6Systema(c	nodes	
p1	
p2	
pr	
Parity	nodes	
uj	
ul	
u1	
ul+1	
U	
U	
V	
P	
Fig. 3: The general setting considered here where helper data flows from the parity-nodes {pi}ri=1 forming set P to a failed node uj ∈ U .
a) Invariance of `-fold Intersection of Repair Subspaces Contributed by a Parity Node: Let us consider the nodes in U∪V
as systematic nodes and nodes in P as parity nodes. Note that the sets U, V, P are pairwise disjoint and are arbitrary subsets of
[n], under the size restrictions 2 ≤ |U | = ` ≤ k−1, |P | = r and U ∪V ∪P = [n]. First we prove that dim (⋂u∈U < S(p,u) >)
is the same for all p ∈ P . Note that < S(p,u) > is the row space of the repair matrix carrying repair information from helper
(parity) node p to the replacement of the failed node u. Thus we are seeking to prove that the `-fold intersection of the `
subspaces {< S(p,u) >}u∈U obtained by varying the failed node u ∈ U is the same, regardless of the parity node p ∈ P from
which the helper data originates.
To show this, consider a generator matrix G for the code C in which the nodes of P are the parity nodes and the nodes in
U ∪ V = {u1, u2, · · · , uk} are the systematic nodes. Then G will take on the form:
G =

Iα 0 . . . 0
0 Iα . . . 0
...
...
...
...
0 0 . . . Iα
Ap1,u1 Ap1,u2 . . . Ap1,uk
Ap2,u1 Ap2,u2 . . . Ap2,uk
...
...
...
...
Apr,u1 Apr,u2 . . . Apr,uk

. (2)
Wolog the generator matrix assumes an ordering of the nodes in which the first k nodes in G (node i in G correspond to
rows [(i − 1)α + 1, iα]) correspond respectively to {ui | 1 ≤ i ≤ k} and the remaining r nodes in G to {p1, · · · , pr} in the
same order. A codeword is formed by Gm where m is the vector of kα message symbols over Fq encoded by the MSR code
and the index of code symbols in the codeword is according to the nodes in U, V, P i.e., the codeword will be of the form
[cTu1 , . . . , c
T
uk
, cTp1 , . . . , c
T
pr
]T = Gm.
By the interference-alignment conditions [9], [1] applied to the repair of a systematic node uj ∈ U , we obtain (see Lemma
9 in the appendix, for a more complete discussion on interference alignment equations given below):
< S(pi,uj)Api,u`+1 > = < S(pm,uj)Apm,u`+1 >, for every pair pi, pm ∈ P. (3)
Equation (3) and Lemma 8 implies (as Ai,j are invertible for all i, j):⋂`
j=1
< S(pi,uj) >
Api,u`+1 =
⋂`
j=1
< S(pm,uj) >
Apm,u`+1 , for every pair pi, pm ∈ P. (4)
It follows then from the non-singularity of the matrices Ai,j and equation (4), that dim(
⋂
u∈U < S(p,u) >) is the same for
all p ∈ P . It remains to prove the main inequality (1).
b) (`−1)-fold Intersection of Repair Subspaces: We proceed similarly in the case of an (`−1)-fold intersection, replacing
` by `− 1 in (4). We will then obtain:`−1⋂
j=1
< S(pi,uj) >
Api,u` =
`−1⋂
j=1
< S(pm,uj) >
Apm,u` , for every pair pi, pm ∈ P. (5)
7c) Relating `-fold and (`−1)-fold intersections: Next consider the repair of the node u`. Then from the full-rank condition
of node repair, (see Lemma 9), we must have that
rank


S(p1,u`)Ap1,u`
S(p2,u`)Ap2,u`
S(p3,u`)Ap3,u`
...
S(pr,u`)Apr,u`

 = α. (6)
It follows as a consequence, that
r⊕
i=1
< S(pi,u`)Api,u` > = F
α
q , (7)
and hence, for every j ∈ [r], we must have that
< S(pj ,u`)Apj ,u` >
⋂ ⊕
i∈[r],i6=j
< S(pi,u`)Api,u` > = {0}. (8)
It follows from (5) and (6) that for any i0 ∈ [r] and all pm ∈ P :(⋂
u∈U
< S(pm,u) >
)
Apm,u` = < S(pm,u`)Apm,u` >
⋂`−1⋂
j=1
< S(pm,uj) >
Apm,u`

⊆
`−1⋂
j=1
< S(pi0 ,uj) >
Api0 ,u` . (9)
As a consequence of (8) and (9) we can make the stronger assertion:
r⊕
m=1
(⋂
u∈U
< S(pm,u) >
)
Apm,u` ⊆
`−1⋂
j=1
< S(pi0 ,uj) >
Api0 ,u` . (10)
Since the Ai,j are nonsingular, this allows us to conclude that:∑
p∈P
dim
(⋂
u∈U
< S(p,u) >
)
≤ dim
( ⋂
u∈U−u`
< S(pi0 ,u) >
)
. (11)
However, since pi0 is an arbitrary node in P , this can be rewritten in the form:
r∑
i=1
dim
(⋂
u∈U
< S(pi,u) >
)
≤ dim
 ⋂
u∈U−{u`}
< S(p,u) >
 , (12)
for any p ∈ P , which is precisely the desired equation (1).
Proof. (Proof of Theorem 1)
1) Invariance of Repair Matrices to Choice of Generator Matrix We first observe that the repair matrices can be kept constant,
even if the generator matrix of the code changes. This is because the repair matrices only depend upon relationships that
hold among code symbols of any codeword in the code and are independent of the particular generator matrix used in
encoding. In particular, the repair matrices are insensitive to the characterization of a particular node as being either a
systematic or parity-check node.
2) Implications for the Dimension of the Repair Subspace From Lemma 2, we have that
r∑
i=1
dim
(⋂
u∈U
< S(pi,u) >
)
≤ dim
 ⋂
u∈U−{u`}
< S(p,u) >
 , (13)
and moreover that dim
(⋂
u∈U < S(p,u) >
)
is the same for all p ∈ P = {p1, ..., pr}. It follows that
r × dim
(⋂
u∈U
< S(p,u) >
)
≤ dim
 ⋂
u∈U−{u`}
< S(p,u) >
 , (14)
8i.e.,
dim
(⋂
u∈U
< S(p,u) >
)
≤
dim
(⋂
u∈U−{u`} < S(p,u) >
)
r
≤
dim
(⋂
u∈U−{u`,u`−1} < S(p,u) >
)
r2
≤ dim
(
< S(p,u1) >
)
r`−1
=
α
r`
=
α
r|U |
. (15)
Lemma 2 and its proof holds true for any set U ⊆ [n] of size 2 ≤ |U | ≤ (k − 1). As a result, equation (15), also holds
for any set U ⊆ [n] of size 2 ≤ |U | ≤ (k − 1).
We would like to extend the above inequality to hold even for the case when U is of size k ≤ |U | ≤ (n − 1). We get
around the restriction on U as follows. It will be convenient in the argument, to assume that U does not contain the nth
node, i.e., U ⊆ [n − 1] and n ∈ P . Let us next suppose that α < rk−1 and that U is of size (k − 1). We would then
have:
dim
(⋂
u∈U
< S(n,u) >
)
≤ α
rk−1
< 1, (16)
which is possible iff
dim
(⋂
u∈U
< S(n,u) >
)
= 0.
But this would imply that
dim
(⋂
u∈F
< S(n,u) >
)
= 0.
for any subset F ⊆ [n−1] of nodes of size |F | satisfying (k−1) ≤ |F | ≤ (n−1). We are therefore justified in extending
the inequality in (15) to the case when U is replaced by a subset F whose size now ranges from 2 to (n− 1), i.e., we
are justified in writing:
dim
(⋂
u∈F
< S(n,u) >
)
≤ α
r|F |
(17)
for any F ⊆ [n− 1], of size 2 ≤ |F | ≤ (n− 1). A consequence of the inequality (17) is that
dim
(⋂
u∈F
< S(n,u) >
)
≥ 1,
implies that |F | ≤ blogr(α)c. In other words, a given non-zero vector can belong to at most blogr(α)c repair subspaces
among the repair subspaces: < S(n,1) >, . . . , < S(n,n−1) >.
3) Counting in a Bipartite Graph The remainder of the proof then follows the steps outlined in Tamo et. al [1]. We form a
bipartite graph with {e1, ..., eα} (standard basis) as left nodes and S(n,1), ..., S(n,n−1) as right nodes as shown in Fig. 3.
We declare that edge (ei, S(n,j)) belongs to the edge set of this bipartite graph iff (ei ∈< S(n,j) >). Now since the
MSR code is an optimal access code, the rows of each repair matrix S(n,j) must all be drawn from the set {e1, ..., eα}.
Counting the number of edges of this bipartite graph in terms of node degrees on the left and the right, we obtain:
αblogr(α)c ≥ (n− 1)
α
r
,
logr(α) ≥ blogr(α)c ≥ d
(n− 1)
r
e,
logr(α) ≥ d
(n− 1)
r
e,
α ≥ rdn−1r e.
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Fig. 4: The above figure shows the bipartite graph appearing in the counting argument used to provie Theorem 1. Each node on the left
corresponds to an element of the standard basis {e1, ..., eα}. The nodes to the right are associated to the repair matrices S(n,1), ..., S(n,n−1).
Thus we have shown that if α < rk−1, we must have α ≥ rdn−1r e. It follows that
α ≥ min{rdn−1r e, rk−1}.
A. Sub-Packetization Bound for MDS Codes with Optimal, Help-By-Transfer Repair of a Node Subset
Corollary 3. Let C be a linear [n, k] MDS code over the vector alphabet Fαq containing a distinguished set W of |W | = w ≤
(n− 1) nodes. Each node in W can be repaired, through linear repair, by accessing and downloading, precisely β = αd−k+1
symbols over Fq from each of the remaining d = (n− 1) nodes. In other words, the repair of each node in W can be carried
out through help-by-transfer with minimum repair bandwidth with only linear operations. Then we must have
α ≥
{
min{rdwr e, rk−1}, w > (k − 1)
rd
w
r e, w ≤ (k − 1).
Proof. We remark that even in this setting, it is known that dβ = dαr is the minimum repair bandwidth needed to repair the
nodes in W , hence the nodes in W are those for which the repair is optimal. To prove the corollary, consider a subset U ⊆W
and |U | ≤ k−1 and repeat the steps used to prove Lemma 2 with this set U . Since in the proof of Lemma 2, we only consider
equations regarding repair of nodes in U , the proof of Lemma 2 will go through. Assuming wolog that n /∈W , we will arrive
at the following analogue of (15):
dim
(⋂
u∈U
< S(n,u) >
)
≤ α
r|U |
.
For the case when |W | > (k− 1), we again extend the range of validity of this inequality to the case when U is any subset of
W , by first assuming that α < rk−1 and proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1 above. For the case when |W | ≤ (k − 1),
no such extension is needed. We then repeat the bipartite-graph-counting argument used in the proof of Theorem 1, with the
difference that the number of nodes on the right equals w with {S(n,j), j ∈ W} as nodes in the right. This will then give us
the desired result.
B. Subpacketization Bound for All-Node Repair and Constant Repair Subspaces
Corollary 4. Given a linear optimal access {(n, k, d), (α, β)} MSR code C with d = n− 1 and linear repair for all n nodes
with S(i,j) = Sj ,∀i, j ∈ [n], i 6= j (thus the repair matrix S(i,j) is independent of i), we must have:
α ≥ min{rdnr e, rk−1}.
Proof. For a given subset U ⊆ [n] of nodes, of size 2 ≤ |U | ≤ k − 1, let P ⊆ [n] be a second subset disjoint from U (i.e.,
U
⋂
P = ∅), of size |P | = r. In this setting, the proof of Lemma 2 will go through for the pair of subsets U,P and we will
obtain that for any p ∈ P :
dim
(⋂
u∈U
< Su >
)
= dim
(⋂
u∈U
< S(p,u) >
)
≤ α
r|U |
As before, we next extend the validity of the above inequality for any U ⊆ [n] by assuming that α < rk−1 and following the
same steps as in the proof of Theorem 1. Following this, we repeat the bipartite-graph construction and subsequent counting
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argument as in the proof of Theorem 1 with one important difference. In the bipartitie graph constructed here, there are n
nodes on the right (as opposed to (n− 1)), with {S1, . . . , Sn} as nodes in the right. The result then follows.
C. Sub-packetization Bound for an Arbitrary Number d of Helper Nodes
Corollary 5. Let C be a linear [n, k] MDS code over the vector alphabet Fαq containing a distinguished set W of |W | = w ≤ d
nodes. Each node j in W can be repaired, through linear repair, by accessing and downloading, precisely β = αd−k+1 symbols
over Fq from each of the d helper nodes where the d helper nodes are any set of d nodes apart from the failed node j. In
other words, the repair of each node in W can be carried through help by transfer with minimum repair bandwidth with only
linear operations. Then we must have
α ≥
{
min{(d− k + 1)d wd−k+1 e, (d− k + 1)k−1}, w > (k − 1)
(d− k + 1)d wd−k+1 e, w ≤ (k − 1).
Proof. To prove this, we simply restrict our attention to the (punctured) code obtained by selecting a subset of nodes of size
n′ = (d+ 1) that includes the subset W for which optimal repair is possible. Applying the results of Corollary 3 then gives
us the desired result.
D. Subpacketization Bound for Arbitrary d and Repair Subspaces that are Independent of the Choice of Helper Nodes
Corollary 6. Let C be a linear optimal-access {(n, k, d), (α, β)} MSR code for some d, k ≤ d ≤ n− 1, and linear repair for
all n nodes. We assume in addition, that every node j ∈ [n] can be repaired by contacting a subset D ⊆ [n]− {j}, |D| = d
of helper nodes in such a way that the repair matrix SD(i,j) is independent of the choice of the remaining (d− 1) helper nodes,
i.e., SD(i,j) = S(i,j),∀j ∈ [n] and i ∈ D, ∀D ⊆ [n]− {j}, |D| = d. Then we must have:
α ≥ min{(d− k + 1)d n−1d−k+1 e, (d− k + 1)k−1}.
Proof. Given a set U,U ⊆ [n− 1], of nodes of size |U |, 2 ≤ |U | ≤ k − 1, let us form a set P of size |P | = d− k + 1, such
that P ⊆ [n], with n ∈ P , U ⋂P = ∅. Let V be any subset of [n] \ {U ∪ P} such that |U ∪ V ∪ P | = d+ 1. Next, consider
the punctured code obtained by restricting attention to the node subset {U ∪ V ∪ P}. The proof of Lemma 2 applied to the
subset {U ∪ V ∪ P} of nodes will then go through and we will obtain:
dim
(⋂
u∈U
< S(n,u) >
)
≤ α
(d− k + 1)|U | .
We then repeat the process of extending the above inequality for any U ⊆ [n − 1] by assuming α < (d − k + 1)k−1 and
following the proof of Theorem 1. Following this, we construct the bipartite graph as always and repeat the counting argument
employed in the proof of Theorem 1 with one difference. On the right side of the bipartite graph, we now have the (n − 1)
repair matrices S(n,1), . . . , S(n,n−1) as the right nodes of the bipartite graph. This will give us the desired result. We omit the
details.
E. Deducing the Structure of MDS Code with Optimal Access Repair for some Q Nodes with Optimal Subpacketization with
Repair matrices of the form SDi,j = Sj
In this subsection, we are going to deduce the structure of MDS code with optimal access repair for some Q nodes with
optimal subpacketization (i.e., achieving our lower bound on α) with repair matrices of the form SDi,j = Sj . Note that the
condition SDi,j = Sj is satisfied by a lot of constructions in literature.
Theorem 7. (Structure of MDS Code with Optimal Access Repair of Q Nodes with Optimal Subpacketization with Repair
Matrices of the form SDi,j = Sj): Let C be a linear [n, k] MDS code over the vector alphabet Fαq . Let the nodes U =
{u1, ..., uk} ⊆ [n] be systematic and {p1, ..., pr} ⊆ [n] be parity nodes with r = n− k. Let W = {u1, ..., uQ} be a set of Q
nodes such that any node j in W can be repaired, through linear repair, by accessing and downloading, precisely β = αd−k+1
symbols over Fq from each of the set of d helper nodes where the d helper nodes are any set of d nodes apart from the
failed node j. In other words, the repair of each node in W can be carried out through help-by-transfer with minimum repair
bandwidth with only linear operations. We assume in addition, that every node j ∈W can be repaired by contacting a subset
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D ⊆ [n] − {j}, |D| = d of helper nodes in such a way that the repair matrix SD(i,j) is dependent only on the node j, i.e.,
SD(i,j) = Sj ,∀i ∈ D, ∀D ⊆ [n]− {j}, |D| = d. Let d ≥ k + 1 and k ≥ 3. Let the generator matrix be of the form,
G =

Iα 0 . . . 0
0 Iα . . . 0
...
...
...
...
0 0 . . . Iα
Ap1,u1 Ap1,u2 . . . Ap1,uk
Ap2,u1 Ap2,u2 . . . Ap2,uk
...
...
...
...
Apr,u1 Apr,u2 . . . Apr,uk

. (18)
1) Case 1: Q = k (repair is possible for all systematic nodes) and (d− k + 1) divides k:
By Corollary 5, α ≥ (d− k + 1) kd−k+1 . We assume optimal subpacketization i.e., α = (d− k + 1) kd−k+1 (achieving the
lower bound). Under the above conditions, wlog we must have:
For 1 ≤ j ≤ Q,1 ≤ i ≤ r and assuming < Suj >=< e1, ..., eβ >:
Api,uj =

vi,j,1
...
vi,j,β
Mi,j
 . (19)
where
a) If < Suj >=< ej1 , ..., ejβ > then the row vectors {vi,j,1, ..., vi,j,β} will be in rows {j1, ..., jβ} of Api,uj respectively
and the rest of α− β rows of Api,uj will be termed as Mi,j .
b) Disjointness of support of vectors with uniform cardinality of support: vi,j,t is a 1 × α vector such that
|Support(vi,j,t)| = d− k + 1,∀1 ≤ t ≤ β and Support(vi,j,t1) ∩ Support(vi,j,t2) = ∅, ∀1 ≤ t1 6= t2 ≤ β.
c) Same Support independent of i: any given j, t, Support(vi1,j,t) = Support(vi2,j,t),∀1 ≤ i1 6= i2 ≤ r.
d) For any given j, t, {vTi,j,t : 1 ≤ i ≤ r} are a set of r vectors such that they form the columns of generator matrix
of an [r, d− k + 1] MDS code over Fq .
e) Mi,j is a (α−β)×α matrix such that each distinct row is a distinct standard basis vector from the set {e1, ..., eα}−
rows of Suj after getting scaled by some element from Fq .
2) Case 2: Q = d− k + 1 and Q ≤ k:
By Corollary 5, α ≥ Q. We assume optimal subpacketization i.e., α = Q (achieving the lower bound). Hence β = 1.
Under the above conditions, wlog we must have:
For 1 ≤ j ≤ Q,1 ≤ i ≤ r:
Api,uj =
 Pi,j,1vi,j
Pi,j,2
 . (20)
where Pi,j,1 is a j − 1×Q matrix and Pi,j,2 is a Q− j ×Q matrix such that
Pi,j,1 = [D(i,j,1) 0j−1×Q−j+1] (21)
Pi,j,2 = [0Q−j×j D(i,j,2)] (22)
where D(i,j,1) is a j− 1× j− 1 diagonal matrix and D(i,j,2) is a Q− j×Q− j diagonal matrix. and {vTi,j : 1 ≤ i ≤ r}
are a set of r vectors forming the columns of the generator matrix of an [r,Q] MDS code over Fq .
For Q+ 1 ≤ j ≤ k,1 ≤ i ≤ r:
Api,uj = P
′
i,j−Q . (23)
where P ′i,j−Q is a Q × Q diagonal matrix such that for a fixed 1 ≤ ` ≤ Q, [P ′`,`i,j : 1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ j ≤ k − Q] is a
r × (k −Q) matrix such that every square submatrix is invertible, where P ′`,`i,j is the (`, `)th entry of the matrix P ′i,j .
Proof. 1) Case 1: Q = k and (d− k + 1) divides k:
Let us recall the counting argument on bipartite graph in the proof of Corollary 5 (which is based on the counting
argument on bipartite graph in the proof of Corollary 3 which in turn is based on counting argument on bipartite graph
in proof of Theorem 1). We apply this counting argument with bipartite graph defined as before. Let e1, ..., eα be left
nodes and Su1 , ..., Suk be right nodes of the bipartite graph. Form an edge between ei and Suj iff ei ∈< Suj >. Now
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count the edges on both sides. The degree of ei is atmost logd−k+1(α) as seen before in the proofs of Corollaries. The
degree of Suj is exactly β. Hence counting and equating the number of edges from {e1, ..., eα} and {Su1 , ...Suk}:
α× logd−k+1(α) ≥ kβ (24)
α ≥ (d− k + 1) k(d−k+1) (25)
By above inequality (25), Since α = (d−k+1) k(d−k+1) , we have that degree of ei is exactly equal to L = k(d−k+1) . Let Nj
be the nodes to which node Suj is connected. Let Li be the nodes to which node ei is connected. If nodes to which ei is
connected is {Si1 , ..., SiL} then we define Li = {i1, ..., iL}. Since, ∀T ⊆ {u1, ..., uk}, dim(∩b∈T < Sb >) ≤ α(d−k+1)|T |
(follows from the proof of Corollary 5 and Corollary 3 by extending dimension inequality for more than k − 1 nodes
assuming d ≥ k + 1 and k ≥ 3), we have that for 1 ≤ t ≤ α:
dim(∩b∈Lt < Sb >) ≤ α(d−k+1)|Lt| = 1. Hence ∩b∈Lt < Sb >= {et}. By interference alignment, we must have for
1 ≤ j 6= b ≤ k and 1 ≤ i 6= m ≤ r (by applying equation (39) for general d with different subsets of d− k + 1 helper
nodes from parity nodes and with all systematic nodes except the failed node also as part of helper nodes):
< SubApi,uj > = < SubApm,uj >=< Sub > (26)
Equation (26) implies for 1 ≤ t ≤ α,1 ≤ j ≤ k such that uj /∈ Lt and 1 ≤ i 6= m ≤ r:
∩b∈Lt < SbApi,uj > = ∩b∈Lt < SbApm,uj >= ∩b∈Lt < Sb >
(∩b∈Lt < Sb >)Api,uj = (∩b∈Lt < Sb >)Apm,uj = ∩b∈Lt < Sb > (27)
< et > Api,uj = < et > Apm,uj =< et > (28)
Let us fix j such that 1 ≤ j ≤ k. Throughout the rest of the proof, we use this j and proof is applicable for any j
such that 1 ≤ j ≤ k. For any given 1 ≤ i 6= m ≤ r, equation (28) is true for all et /∈ Nj . Since |Nj | = β (wlog let
Nj = {e1, ...eβ}), this proves the Mi,j part of the matrix Api,uj in equation (19).
For 1 ≤ t ≤ β :
dim(∩b∈Lt−{uj} < Sb >) ≤
α
(d− k + 1)|Lt|−1 = d− k + 1. (29)
Hence for 1 ≤ t ≤ β, 1 ≤ i 6= m ≤ r, from equation (27) with Lt replaced by Lt − {uj} and from equation (29), we
have :
(∩b∈Lt−{uj} < Sb >)Api,uj = (∩b∈Lt−{uj} < Sb >)Apm,uj = ∩b∈Lt−{uj} < Sb >⊆< et, es1,j,t ..., esd−k,j,t > (30)
for some {s1,j,t, ...sd−k,j,t} ⊆ {1, ..., α} − {t}. Hence for 1 ≤ t ≤ β, vi,j,t = etApi,uj ∈< et, es1,j,t ..., esd−k,j,t >
independent of i. Hence this proves that |Support(vi,j,t)| ≤ d − k + 1,∀1 ≤ t ≤ β independent of i. By full rank
condition of repair (Applying equation (40) to general d):⊕
pi∈D′
< SujApi,uj >=
⊕
i:pi∈D′
< {vi,j,t : et ∈ Nj} > = Fαq (31)
where D′ is a set (indices of helper nodes which are also parity nodes) such that D′ ⊆ {p1, ..., pr} and |D′| = d−k+1.
Equation (31) implies:
∪{i:pi∈D′,1≤t≤β}Support(vi,j,t) = {1, ..., α}
but
∪{i:pi∈D′,1≤t≤β}Support(vi,j,t) ⊆ ∪1≤t≤β{t, s1,j,t, ..., sd−k,j,t}
β(d− k + 1) = α
α = | ∪{i:pi∈D′,1≤t≤β} Support(vi,j,t)| ≤ | ∪1≤t≤β {t, s1,j,t, ..., sd−k,j,t}| ≤ (d− k + 1)β = α
Hence for 1 ≤ t1 6= t2 ≤ β, {t1, s1,j,t1 , ..., sd−k,j,t1} ∩ {t2, s1,j,t2 , ..., sd−k,j,t2} = ∅ and independent of i,
Support(vi,j,t) = {t, s1,j,t, ..., sd−k,j,t}. This proves that (Since D′ is arbitrary) |Support(vi,j,t)| = d− k+1,∀1 ≤ t ≤ β
and Support(vi,j,t1) ∩ Support(vi,j,t2) = ∅, ∀1 ≤ t1 6= t2 ≤ β. We have also proved that for fixed t, support of vi,j,t is
same independent of i. By equation (31): ⊕
i:pi∈D′
< {vi,j,t : et ∈ Nj} > = Fαq
Hence for a fixed t:
dim(
⊕
i:pi∈D′
< {vi,j,t} >) = |D′| = d− k + 1 (32)
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For a fixed t, from equation (32), since D′ is an arbitrary subset of {p1, ..., pr} of cardinality d− k + 1, any d− k + 1
subset of {vTi,j,t : 1 ≤ i ≤ r} must of rank d − k + 1 and we have already seen that for a fixed t, Support(vi,j,t) is
same for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r and of cardinality d− k + 1. Hence {vTi,j,t : 1 ≤ i ≤ r} form a set of r vectors with support of
all r vectors equal and of cardinality d− k+1 such that they form the columns of generator matrix of an [r, d− k+1]
MDS code over Fq . This completes the proof of case 1.
2) Case 2: Q = d− k + 1 and Q ≤ k:
We first note that wlog for 1 ≤ i ≤ Q, Sui = ei (where ei is the ith standard basis vector with 1 at ith component
and 0 in other components). This is because dim(< Si > ∩ < Sj >) = 0 (follows from the proof of Corollary 5 and
Corollary 3 as dim(< Si > ∩ < Sj >) ≤ αQ2 < 1).
We next look at interference alignment conditions (See equation (45)). We must have for 1 ≤ j ≤ k, 1 ≤ b ≤ Q, j 6= b
and 1 ≤ i 6= m ≤ r (by applying equation (39) for general d with different subsets of d − k + 1 helper nodes from
parity nodes and with all systematic nodes except the failed node also as part of helper nodes):
< SubApi,uj >=< SubApm,uj >=< Sub >=< eb > (33)
The above interference alignment proves the structure of Pi,j,1 and Pi,j,2 for 1 ≤ j ≤ Q. It also proves that P ′i,j−Q is a
diagonal matrix for Q+ 1 ≤ j ≤ k.
We next look at full rank conditions (application of equation (40) to general d). Applying equation (40) to general d:
for 1 ≤ j ≤ Q: ⊕
pi∈D′
< SujApi,uj >=
⊕
i:pi∈D′
< vi,j > = F
α
q (34)
where D′ is a set such that D′ ⊆ {p1, ..., pr} and |D′| = Q. Hence any subset of Q vectors from {vi,j : 1 ≤ i ≤ r}
must form a basis of Fαq which implies {vTi,j : 1 ≤ i ≤ r} form the columns of generator matrix of an [r,Q] MDS code.
We finally look at MDS property of code C to conclude the proof. For MDS property of C, we must have:
For 1 ≤ m ≤ min(r, k) any matrices of the following form must be full rank.
Api1 ,uj1 Api1 ,uj2 . . . Api1 ,ujm
Api2 ,uj1 Api2 ,uj2 . . . Api2 ,ujm
...
...
...
...
Apim ,uj1 Apim ,uj2 . . . Apim ,ujm
 . (35)
Applying the above condition for {j1, ..., jm} ⊆ [Q+1, k] and observing that determinant of above matrix is the product
of determinant of the matrices [P ′`,`ia,jb : 1 ≤ a ≤ m, 1 ≤ b ≤ m] for 1 ≤ ` ≤ Q, (as P ′i,j is a diagonal matrix) we have
the condition that any m×m sub matrix of the matrix [P ′`,`i,j : 1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ j ≤ k −Q] must be invertible.
F. A Coupled Layer Interpretation of Theorem 7
We restrict our attention to the case when Q = d−k+1 and Q ≤ k. From Theorem 7, we get the general form of {Api,uj}.
Since the generator matrix is systematic, we can directly write down the parity-check matrix by inspection. In the following,
we show that this parity-check matrix can be written such that the construction can be viewed to have a coupled-layer structure,
that is present in the Ye-Barg [4] construction (see [5] for details). We do note however, that we are only considering the case
where Q nodes are repaired, not all the nodes as in Ye-Barg [4]. For simplicity we illustrate the connection via an example.
Let Q = 3, r = 4, k = 4, so that α = Q = 3. Let U = [1, k] and {p1, ..., pr} = [k + 1, n].
From Theorem 7, we obtain that:
A1,1 =
[
v1,1(1) v1,1(2) v1,1(3)
0 a21,1 0
0 0 a31,1
]
. (36)
ami,j is a non zero scalar in Fq . The other matrices can similarly be written down leading to the expression below for the
parity-check matrix :
H =
 A1,1 A1,2 A1,3 A1,4 I3A2,1 A2,2 A2,3 A2,4 I3
A3,1 A3,2 A3,3 A3,4 I3
A4,1 A4,2 A4,3 A4,4 I3
 . (37)
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Upon substituting for the Ai,j , we obtain:
H =

v1,1(1) v1,1(2) v1,1(3) a
1
1,2 0 0 a
1
1,3 0 0 a
1
1,4 0 0
0 a21,1 0 v1,2(1) v1,2(2) v1,2(3) 0 a
2
1,3 0 0 a
2
1,4 0
0 0 a31,1 0 0 a
3
1,2 v1,3(1) v1,3(2) v1,3(3) 0 0 a
3
1,4
v2,1(1) v2,1(2) v2,1(3) a
1
2,2 0 0 a
1
2,3 0 0 a
1
2,4 0 0
0 a22,1 0 v2,2(1) v2,2(2) v2,2(3) 0 a
2
2,3 0 0 a
2
2,4 0
0 0 a32,1 0 0 a
3
2,2 v2,3(1) v2,3(2) v2,3(3) 0 0 a
3
2,4 I12
v3,1(1) v3,1(2) v3,1(3) a
1
3,2 0 0 a
1
3,3 0 0 a
1
3,4 0 0
0 a23,1 0 v3,2(1) v3,2(2) v3,2(3) 0 a
2
3,3 0 0 a
2
3,4 0
0 0 a33,1 0 0 a
3
3,2 v3,3(1) v3,3(2) v3,3(3) 0 0 a
3
3,4
v4,1(1) v4,1(2) v4,1(3) a
1
4,2 0 0 a
1
4,3 0 0 a
1
4,4 0 0
0 a24,1 0 v4,2(1) v4,2(2) v4,2(3) 0 a
2
4,3 0 0 a
2
4,4 0
0 0 a34,1 0 0 a
3
4,2 v4,3(1) v4,3(2) v4,3(3) 0 0 a
3
4,4

which in turn can be written in the form: H =
v1,1(1) a
1
1,2 a
1
1,3 a
1
1,4 v1,1(2) v1,1(3)
v2,1(1) a
1
2,2 a
1
2,3 a
1
2,4 I4 v2,1(2) v2,1(3)
v3,1(1) a
1
3,2 a
1
3,3 a
1
3,4 v3,1(2) v3,1(3)
v4,1(1) a
1
4,2 a
1
4,3 a
1
4,4 v4,1(2) v4,1(3)
v1,2(1) a
2
1,1 v1,2(2) a
2
1,3 a
2
1,4 v1,2(3)
v2,2(1) a
2
2,1 v2,2(2) a
2
2,3 a
2
2,4 I4 v2,2(3)
v3,2(1) a
2
3,1 v3,2(2) a
2
3,3 a
2
3,4 v3,2(3)
v4,2(1) a
2
4,1 v4,2(2) a
2
4,3 a
2
4,4 v4,2(3)
v1,3(1) v1,3(2) a
3
1,1 a
3
1,2 v1,3(3) a
3
1,4
v2,3(1) v2,3(2) a
3
2,1 a
3
2,2 v2,3(3) a
3
2,4 I4
v3,3(1) v3,3(2) a
3
3,1 a
3
3,2 v3,3(3) a
3
3,4
v4,3(1) v4,3(2) a
3
4,1 a
3
4,2 v4,3(3) a
3
4,4

The coupled nature of the construction is now apparent: the columns in the matrix can be divided into three sections, each can
be viewed as corresponding to a different plane. While for the most part, each parity-check equations runs over elements of a
single plane, there are exceptions and this corresponds to the coupling across planes.
APPENDIX
A. Row Spaces
Lemma 8. Let A,B be nonsingular (α× α) matrices and {P1, P2, Q1, Q2} be matrices of size (m× α). Then if
< P1A >=< P2B >, < Q1A >=< Q2B >,
we have (
< P1 >
⋂
< Q1 >
)
A =
(
< P2 >
⋂
< Q2 >
)
B.
Proof. For the case when A is nonsingular, we have that:(
< P1 >
⋂
< Q1 >
)
A = < P1A >
⋂
< Q1A > .
The result then follows from noting that:(
< P1 >
⋂
< Q1 >
)
A = < P1A >
⋂
< Q1A >
= < P2B >
⋂
< Q2B > =
(
< P2 >
⋂
< Q2 >
)
B.
B. Condition for Repair of a systematic Node
Lemma 9. Let the linear {(n, k, d = n − 1), (α, β), B,Fq} MSR code C be encoded in systematic form, where nodes
{u1, · · · , uk} are the systematic nodes and nodes {p1, · · · , pr} are the parity nodes. Let the corresponding generator matrix
G be given by:
G =

Iα 0 . . . 0
0 Iα . . . 0
...
...
...
...
0 0 . . . Iα
Ap1,u1 Ap1,u2 . . . Ap1,uk
Ap2,u1 Ap2,u2 . . . Ap2,uk
...
...
...
...
Apr,u1 Apr,u2 . . . Apr,uk

, (38)
Let
{
S(i,u1) | i ∈ [n]− {u1}
}
be the repair matrices associated to the repair of the systematic node u1. Then we must have
that for j ∈ [k], j 6= 1:
< S(uj ,u1) >=< S(p1,u1)Ap1,uj >= . . . =< S(pr,u1)Apr,uj > (39)
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and
rank

 S(p1,u1)Ap1,u1...
S(pr,u1)Apr,u1

 = α. (40)
Proof. Let [m1, ...,mk] be the k message symbols (each message symbol mj being a (1 × α) row vector) encoded by the
MSR code i.e., the resultant codeword is given by G[m1, ...,mk]T . For the repair of systematic node u1, the data collected by
the replacement node is given by:
S(u2,u1)c
T
u2
...
S(uk,u1)c
T
uk
S(p1,u1)c
T
p1
...
S(pr,u1)c
T
pr

=

S(u2,u1)m
T
2
...
S(uk,u1)m
T
k
S(p1,u1)
(∑k
j=1Ap1,ujm
T
j
)
...
S(pr,u1)
(∑k
j=1Apr,ujm
T
j
)

.
Let
Tu1 =
[
T(u2,u1), · · · T(uk,u1), T(p1,u1), · · · T(pr,u1)
]
be the (α × (n − 1)β) matrix used to derive the contents of the replacement node u1, with each T(i,j) being an (α × β)
submatrix. Then we must have that
[
T(u2,u1), · · · T(uk,u1), T(p1,u1), · · · T(pr,u1)
]

S(u2,u1)m
T
2 ,
...
S(uk,u1)m
T
k
S(p1,u1)
(∑k
j=1Ap1,ujm
T
j
)
...
S(pr,u1)
(∑k
j=1Apr,ujm
T
j
)

= mT1 .
Since this must hold for all data vectors mTj , we can equate the matrices that premultiply m
T
j on the left, on both sides. If
we carry this out for j = 1, we will obtain that:
r∑
i=1
T(pi,u1)S(pi,u1)Api,u1 = I,
which implies:
[
T(p1,u1) · · · T(pr,u1)
]  S(p1,u1)Ap1,u1...
S(pr,u1)Apr,u1
 = I,
which in turn, forces:
rank

 S(p1,u1)Ap1,u1...
S(pr,u1)Apr,u1

 = α, (41)
and
rank
([
T(p1,u1) · · · T(pr,u1)
])
= α. (42)
The above equation proves (40). For the case j 6= 1:
T(uj ,u1)S(uj ,u1) +
r∑
i=1
T(pi,u1)S(pi,u1)Api,uj = 0,
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and
[
T(uj ,u1), T(p1,u1), · · · T(pr,u1)
]

S(uj ,u1)
S(p1,u1)Ap1,uj
...
S(pr,u1)Apr,uj ,
 = 0. (43)
Equations (43) and (42) imply:
rank


S(uj ,u1)
S(p1,u1)Ap1,uj
...
S(pr,u1)Apr,uj ,

 ≤ β. (44)
Given that rank(S(pi,u1)Api,uj ) = β for all i ∈ [r] and rank(S(uj ,u1)) = β, this implies
< S(uj ,u1) >=< S(p1,u1)Ap1,uj >= . . . =< S(pr,u1)Apr,uj > . (45)
The above equation proves (39).
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